
Patients needing to stay in hospital rarely use the same set of electrodes for the 
entire duration. Electrodes frequently get replaced for reasons such as:

PURPOSE 
Different electrodes may be used for different purposes, e.g. 3-lead monitoring 
vs. daily 12-lead ECG.

CAUSING OBSTRUCTION
Electrodes often need to be moved out of the way during e.g.  echocardiograms, 
procedures using defib pads or hygienic procedures. Most electrodes are not 
repositionable and will have to be replaced by new ones afterwards.

RADIOTRANSPARENT 
Non-radiotranslucent electrodes replaced with radiotranslucent or 
radiotransparent electrodes for X-Ray and Fluoroscopy procedures.

PREFERENCE 
The units in a hospital may have different electrode placement preferences and 
will then apply new electrodes when the patient arrives to their unit.

LEADWIRE CONNECTIONS 
Different types of leadwire endings may be used in different hospital units, 
necessitating different types of electrodes to be used.

CLARAVUE® Patient Monitoring electrodes offer a 
hypoallergenic hydrogel, which is soft and gentle to the skin, 
allowing comfortable long-term monitoring with minimised 
risk of allergic reactions or contact dermatitis. CLARAVUE® 
can be worn for up to 5 days with good visibility of the skin 
due to the clear substrate backing material.

These are two real-life UK hospital scenarios showing how many electrodes that are normally used in two 
different treatment situations on a single day. The amount of CLARAVUE® electrodes that would be used in the 
same scenario has been added on the right side of the patient pathway.

STANDARD ELECTRODES

Patient Pathway - Cardioversion

12-lead set for pre-procedure ECG
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

12-lead set for pre-procedure ECG
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 ElectrodesPatient in Day Case Unit

12-lead replaced with 3-lead set for 
monitoring during procedure

TOTAL: 2 Sets = 13 Electrodes

Same 12-lead set used for monitoring 
(Chest electrodes are temporarily moved out of the way for defib pads)
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

Patient in Pacing Room

3-lead replaced with 12-lead set for post-
procedure ECG

TOTAL: 3 Sets = 23 Electrodes

Same 12-lead set used for post-procedure ECG 
(Electrodes are repositioned after defib removal)
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

Patient in Day Case Unit
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CLARAVUE® Patient Monitoring 
electrodes can be worn for 
up to 5 days and can be 
repositioned multiple times. 
CLARAVUE® electrodes can stay 
on throughout the patient’s 
hospital journey, which makes 
the need for using a new set of 
electrodes redundant.

[No additional electrodes needed]

[No additional electrodes needed]
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STANDARD ELECTRODE USAGE CLARAVUE® ELECTRODE USAGE

Patient Pathway - Cath Lab

3-lead set for monitoring + 12-lead set for 
daily ECG + 3-lead set for cont. monitoring

TOTAL: 3 Sets = 16 Electrodes

12-lead set for monitoring and daily ECG
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

Patient in Coronary Care Unit

+ 12-lead set for Cath Lab procedure
TOTAL: 4 Sets = 26 Electrodes

Same 12-lead set used for monitoring 
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

Patient in Cath Lab

3-lead set for monitoring + 12-lead set for 
daily ECG + 3-lead set for cont. monitoring

TOTAL: 7 Sets = 42 Electrodes

12-lead set for monitoring and daily ECG
TOTAL: 1 Set = 10 Electrodes

Patient in Coronary Care Unit

Using the same set of electrodes throughout the patient’s hospital journey reduces waste and can result in 
a cost saving for the hospital but all hospitals are different. The question is what electrode usage does 
your hospital have?

CLARAVUE® has prewired electrodes which can help to reduce motion artifact and simplify the application 
process. The carbon welded sensor provides a strong and secure connection, which also aids in minimising 
artifact and may thereby help to reduce the risk for misdiagnosis.

The disposable, lightweight carbon leadwires makes the CLARAVUE® set a single patient set – this means 
that the electrodes and the disposable leadwires will only be used for ONE patient, reducing the risk of cross 
contamination and spreading of pathogens.

In addition, the CLARAVUE® reusable trunk cables (cable between the monitor and the leadwires) are 
Bioactive cables. The Bioactive cables consist of a naturally antibacterial material (Molybdenum trioxide), 
which aids infection control and last throughout the cable’s life. A harmless chemical reaction continuously 
takes place on the surface of the material, causing a low pH. The low pH on the cable surface greatly 
impair the survival of multi-drug resistant bacterial pathogens, which in turn helps reducing bacterial 
contamination and consequently the risk of cross-contamination.

The CLARAVUE® trunk cables have two simple quick connections for attaching the 
leadwires, which consolidates 10 leadwire ends into 2 simple connections. These 
trunk cables also enables patients, with CLARAVUE® sets applied, to be quickly 
connected in different hospital departments, irrespective of machines of different 
makes and models being used.

This document only contains a brief overview of CLARAVUE®. Please contact your local sales representative for further information.

[No additional electrodes needed]

[No additional electrodes needed]
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